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Three great adventures of a brave girl 
and the best horse in the Wild West.

Eligible for translation,
production and
promotion grants by:

Toni Galmés (Mallorca) is one of the best known illustrators in Spain today.
His illustrations draw from many sources: from cinema and comics, but also
from 19th and 20th century illustration. He has illustrated all kind of
children's books: from picture books to comic or chapter books. He is
working on new projects with Dupuis and Delcourt to be released in 2024/25.

In the mountains of Appalachia, during the harsh years of the Great Depression,
Molly Wind and her horse Carson live a thousand adventures on their rides, brin-
ging library books to the most isolated farms. Some may think Molly is just a 10-
year-old girl, but she knows she's much more —she's a librarian on horseback!

CATALINA GONZÁLEZ VILAR Multi-awarded writer. Her children works include  fiction and non-fiction, pic-
ture books, middle grade novels and comic books. Her last comic book series
is Molly Wind, and she is currently working on a new project with Dupuis that
will be released in 2025 and a graphic novel script adaptation of a longseller
Spanish children’s novel to be published in 2025.

With just the right amount of humor and lightness,
particularly in the drawing, the authors open up promising

horizons for the courageous Molly.
Télérama

A story inspired by the women 
of the Pack Horse Library.

Spanish IBBY Honour List 2024
Best Children Comic Book by the Comic Barcelona Awards 2024
Mallorca Booksellers Award - Best Childrens Book 2024 
Shortlisted for the Atrapallibres Award 2025 (veredict in June 2025)
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